An Extension–Distraction Injury of the Thoracic Spine with Traumatic Partial Correction of Thoracic Kyphosis
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Introduction

Surgical management of adult patients with spinal deformity often involves posterior instrumentation such as rod–screw constructs. Behavior of this instrumentation when patients sustain traumatic spinal injury often involves implant failure. This is the result of the biomechanical properties of the spine and spinal instrumentation as well as the mechanical load sustained at the time of injury.

Abstract

Study Design The study is a case report.
Objective The authors aim to report an unusual injury pattern in a patient previously treated for thoracic kyphoscoliosis.
Methods A postoperative (computed tomography) CT of a healthy 24-year-old man who underwent posterior instrumentation and fusion for a kyphoscoliosis deformity was compared with a CT performed after a motor vehicle accident (MVA) 1 year later, which resulted in an extension–distraction injury of T8 with no neurologic deficit. Cobb angles of the thoracic sagittal images of both CTs were measured using a digital measuring device and the values were recorded.
Results Initial postoperative sagittal CT images demonstrate a 67-degree residual thoracic kyphosis compared with the post-MVA sagittal CT images, which reveal a 54-degree thoracic kyphosis, a 13-degree improvement in sagittal alignment.
Conclusion It is unusual for a patient with long posterior instrumentation of the spine to sustain a spinal fracture without breakage of the rods, which were 6-mm nickel–titanium alloy with two crosslinks. Although sustaining plastic deformation, the rods maintained their integrity to the degree that the patient required no subsequent treatment to his spine at 12 months follow-up. It is rare to sustain a vertebral fracture without implant failure, which occurred in this case.
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Report of Case

An otherwise healthy 24-year-old man underwent posterior spinal surgery for adult acquired kyphoscoliosis. Surgical reconstruction included instrumentation and fusion with nickel–titanium pedicle screw–rod construct from T2 to L2 with Smith–Petersen osteotomies at T7–T8, T8–T9, T9–T10, T10–T11, T11–T12, and T12–L1. His postoperative course was uneventful and postoperative CT imaging demonstrated...
correction of scoliosis from 65 degrees to 20 degrees, with a persistent thoracic kyphosis of 67 degrees.

One year later the patient, an unrestrained driver who was ejected from the vehicle, sustained an extension–distraction injury with T8 vertebral body fracture seen on CT imaging (►Fig. 1). He also sustained a right subtrochanteric femur fracture, left clavicle fracture, and left fibular fracture. There was no neurologic deficit postinjury.

Postoperative computed tomographic (CT) images with 2-mm cuts to verify screw placement were compared with CT images with 2-mm cuts obtained after the motor vehicle collision to evaluate injury to the spinal column. Cobb angles of the thoracic sagittal images were measured using a digital measuring device and the values were recorded.

Initial postoperative sagittal CT images demonstrate a 67-degree residual thoracic kyphosis (►Fig. 2) compared with the post-motor vehicle accident (MVA) sagittal CT images, which reveal a 54-degree thoracic kyphosis (►Fig. 3) and a 13-degree improvement in sagittal alignment. The measurement of the

Fig. 1 Sagittal spine computed tomographic image obtained immediately after the MVA demonstrates T8 vertebral body fracture involving the superior and inferior endplate.

Fig. 2 Cobb angle measurement (superior endplate T3 to inferior endplate T12) on sagittal spine computed tomographic image obtained 3 months postsurgery but prior to MVA demonstrates a residual thoracic kyphosis of 67 degrees.

Fig. 3 Cobb angle measurement (superior endplate T3 to inferior endplate T12) on sagittal spine computed tomographic image obtained immediately after the MVA demonstrates a partial correction of thoracic kyphosis to 54 degrees (previously 67 degrees).
anteriorn height of T8 vertebral body reveals an increase in height from 10 to 18 mm, an increase of 80% (Fig. 4 and 5).

Discussion

It is unusual for a patient with long posterior instrumentation of the spine to sustain a spinal fracture without breakage of the rods.\textsuperscript{1–4} In this particular case, the rods were 6-mm nickel–titanium (Ni–Ti) alloy with two crosslinks. Although sustaining plastic deformation, the rods maintained their integrity to the degree that the patient required no subsequent treatment to his spine at 12 months follow-up and has remained neurologically intact.

The biomechanical events of this case can be correlated to the biomechanical properties of Ni–Ti alloy. There are two characteristics of this alloy that contributed to the observed clinical event, namely, the mechanical properties of the material as well as the likelihood of osseointegration of the pedicle screws.\textsuperscript{5,6} Stress versus strain relationships are shown schematically for implant grade cobalt and stainless steel (Co and Fe), titanium (Ti–Al–V), and Ni–Ti alloys\textsuperscript{7} (Fig. 6 and 7).\textsuperscript{8–11} Under the conditions of same size, shape, and crosslinks with similar fixation, stress versus strain relationships are proportional to load versus deformation.\textsuperscript{6,12}
Under the conditions where the bone–screw interface is osseous, integrated with mature bone as with Ni–Ti, and remains integrated during loading, the highest capacity for strain (deformation) without mechanical failure resides with Ni–Ti. The induced deformation beyond the elastic limit for Ni–Ti is permanent, and in this case, the rod assumed a new and permanent contour, maintaining the spine in a corrected position.

When bone–screw integration is combined with the plastic attributes of Ni–Ti, greater deformation at the same in vivo load without construct breakdown can be predicted. Ni–Ti alloy would appear to demonstrate biomechanical advantages of plastic deformation and bone integration that rivals stiffer alloys, such as cobalt and stainless steel, as demonstrated in this case.5,13,14

Thus, an unusual extension–distraction injury of the spine is presented, which in this case, demonstrated improved sagittal alignment after trauma. To our knowledge, there are no reports of this observed phenomenon in the spine literature.
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The authors report a unique case of an extension–distraction injury in a long construct fusion with plastic deformation of nickel–titanium rods. The patient had undergone a previous posterior spinal fusion from T2 to L2 with multilevel Smith–Peterson osteotomies. The patient healed uneventfully and was seen 1 year later after a traumatic injury resulted in a fracture and extension of the rods, resulting in improved overall sagittal alignment. The patient was treated symptomatically and is doing well 1 year later without requiring further surgery. The authors surmised that the plastic deformation was due, in part, to the lower modulus of elasticity of the Ni–Ti alloy and improved pedicle screw fixation due to the biomaterial properties of the metal. Although this appears to be a novel case report in the spine literature, rare cases involving traumatic deformation of intramedullary nails in long bone fractures have been reported in the orthopaedic trauma literature.1,2 These typically result in a deformity that require removal of the implant and fixation of the fracture. In this case, the plastic deformation and mechanism of injury improved the sagittal alignment of the patient without failure of the pedicle screw fixation or fracture of the rods. This may become predictable on the basis of lower modulus of elasticity of Ni–Ti alloy (75 gPa); however, there is little data on traumatic failure of any metal alloys used for posterior instrumentation. Given this, it would not be appropriate to assume a different outcome with other metal alloy implants.

Furthermore, there is a theoretical advantage to the use of titanium alloys in orthopedics because these metals more closely match the modulus of elasticity of bone. Bone on-growth to titanium has been shown to be higher than an alternative, such as stainless steel. However, in one study, the increased on growth did not affect pullout strength, screw removal torque, or bone volume around the screw.3 Further evaluation is needed to determine if titanium alloy metals will ultimately improve fixation of pedicle screw constructs. Thus, overall, we congratulate the authors on reporting this uncommon injury and positive outcome, but caution them in drawing far-reaching conclusions.
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maturity of a fusion mass is also relatively hard to determine. Most surgeons consider a segmentally instrumented arthrodesis be immature until 1-year postoperative, thus again creating a failure potential in an excessive loading situation. Therefore, the nature of the fusion across the spine may have had a major role in how this injury propagated. Caron et al in their review of ankylosing spine fractures commented on the role of the type of spinal fusion and the resultant fracture pattern.¹

In the end, what counts most is that he is an incredibly fortunate young man. Despite being exposed to major kinetic forces, his spinal column, inclusive of his neural elements, survived functionally intact. One can make some argument that his implants actually saved him from what otherwise would have been a devastating spinal injury with likely cord compromise.
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